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A WORLD OF WELL BEING

Help your audiences thrive and emerge stronger from
this crisis in 3 meaningful steps

WWW.MEANINGFULMEDIA.NL

“EMOTION IS THE MAIN DRIVER OF PROFIT”
LES BINET AND PETER FIELD

A World of Wellbeing
What adds meaning right now? That's the question we posed to our
panels, our researchers and our media experts.
The answer is Wellbeing.
We wish for physical, mental, environmental and emotional
wellbeing for consumers, businesses and brands. But how do we
inspire this? Our data suggest a three-step plan. First, by reestablishing control over the now. Second, by reinstating people’s
hope. And third, by showing the perspective that we will not only
survive.
We will thrive.
Stay safe, stay healthy. And reach out to us.

Havas Media Nederland
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Another lockdown: an opportunity to do things differently
Going into lockdown wasn't easy for most. But data collected among Dutch citizens over the past few months reveal that while our overall
happiness and sense of wellbeing have taken another hit, we're eager to avoid the mistakes we made the first time around. We want to have
something to look forward to, and we want to stay more connected. To one another, and to what is going on around us. For brands, this means
there's an opportunity to play a greater, more meaningful role than before. We believe that takes 3 steps:

1. Restore control

2. Offer hope

3. Show perspective

People have lost control over their health,
their finances and their overall sense of fun.

People are as tired of the present as they're
excited about a better future. So excited
that many feel they'll emerge happier,
healthier and overall better than ever
before.

Instead of media fatigue and information
overload, we've discovered evidence that
most people want to be informed and stay
connected more than before.

Help them restore a sense of control
through communications sprinkled with
optimism and by signaling true customer
empathy through your content, products
and services.
Most importantly – show up in ways that
are meaningful to your audiences.
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Help them keep their eyes on the prize by
inspiring empathy, creativity and ingenuity.

This is not just a call for brands to step up
their communication, but to actually help
people develop a better perspective on the
future.
Ultimately, this is a call for brands to flex
their storytelling muscles.

OUR HAPPINESS AND WELLBEING ARE UNDER THREAT. AGAIN.
As infections skyrocket between summer and fall 2020, we’re seeing a double-digit drop in people’s satisfaction with
their health and wellbeing. And with life in general.

-10%

Health &
wellbeing
Satisfaction
with life in
general

July 2020
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Aug 2020

Sept 2020

Oct 2020
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Restoring happiness by restoring
well being
Helping restore wellbeing is a great opportunity for
brands to show up where and when it matters most.

The question is - how?
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1

Restore control

2

Offer hope

3

Show perspective

STEP 1 - RESTORE CONTROL
When we feel out of control, we don’t have enough space in our minds to think up and create a better future.
So, before we can reach more wellbeing, we must first restore this basic sense of control in people.
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75%

60%

THE SENSE OF CONTROL OVER OUR LIVES IS SLIPPING
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The 3 key reasons why we’re
feeling like control is slipping away
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A

The fun is gone

B

Our health is under siege

C

Financial restrictions

STEP 1: RESTORE CONTROL

We asked people: what do you think
about how we’ve handled the crisis
so far?

18%
is proud of our collective
efforts during the crisis.

45%
thinks we should have done
and listened more.
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We felt we weren’t in control during the first
lockdown - and we want to avoid making the same
mistake again.
We have an opportunity to help people move past
just following the rules and guidelines and ‘sitting it
out’. We can actively encourage things to become
better in the now.
And delivering your messaging with some humor
helps establish feelings of control.

"It’s hard for most brands to get
beyond "we're here for you" references
to the COVID-19 crisis, a message that is
wearing thin with consumers.
A few brands, though, are taking a
slightly riskier approach and using
humor. One of the best is from Burger
King in Italy.
Adding triple onions to your Whopper
would usually be a social faux pas, but
today, it shows you are responsible."
Forbes, May 2020
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ABSOLUT Vodka combined their distinctive advertising style with a strong,
culturally relevant message in this tongue-in-cheek delivery by Ashesi
University, Ghana.
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STEP 1: RESTORE CONTROL
The fun is gone.

-21%
people are less satisfied

It feels like we’ve lost a year of fun plans, especially
because we've had to let go of vacations – one of
the greatest things to look forward in the day to
day.

because of canceling
vacation plans

-7%
and less positive about their
ability to have fun in general
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There's an opportunity to help people reframe their
sense of fun:
By tapping into their core motivators and needs.
Even the most unexpected ones, like sitting on a
plane, just for the sake of plane travel.

September 2020
October 2020

In a world where PR can drive brand equity, Australian airline
Qantas gave its brand PR wings.
After quickly selling out the 'Flight to Nowhere', the airline
launched the "Scenic Flight to Somewhere" a destination
package to visit Australia's most famous natural monument,
Uluru, starting at $ 2,499 per person.
This unexpected reframe of fun wasn't just a PR stunt, but a
great opportunity to remind airline customers that Qantas is
ready and eager to meet their changing needs.
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STEP 1: RESTORE CONTROL

-14%
Satisfaction with mental
health,

-9%
with physical health,

-13%
with the ability to exercise
have dropped significantly.
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It's no surprise that health has become our top
priority.
But as it's more under siege than ever, people are
turning to holistic and proactive approaches to
managing their health, signaling true behavior
change.

There's an opportunity for brands to help people
along this journey, by making wellbeing something
that's easily within reach.
A more holistic approach to wellbeing offers more
ways into the topic, and room to present consumers
with simple, practical, light-lift wellness solutions
and activities.

Campell and Group Nine teamed up to
create " The New Pantr y", a content
campaign designed to promote homecooked meals.
Created with media partner Spark Foundry,
the content campaign was featured across
popular media outlets like Popsugar,
NowThis and Thrillist.
The media mix included written, social and
video assets; influencer-hosted virtual
experiences and virtual Zoom parties.
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STEP 1: RESTORE CONTROL

-11% Are feeling less
financial secure.

Psychologically, money stress is a major factor
contributing to people's loss over control – and
ultimately over their wellbeing.

-18% Less able to save
money,

-14% unable to make large
purchases,

-9% or even small nonessentials is evaporating.
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People need a break – and that doesn't end with a
short-term discount.
There's an opportunity to offer people long-term
relief through programs that alleviate cash stress.

Buy now, pay later programs are on the
rise.
Retailers like Neiman Marcus and
GameStop are partnering with financial
products and services companies like
Affirm to offer customers the opportunity
to pay for purchases over time, for fees as
low as 0%.
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STEP 2 - BRING HOPE
Keep people’s eyes on the prize: there is a better world on the horizon.
Remind them of that.
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44 hours and 44 minutes, that's how long it took for David Attenborough to hit 1 million Instagram followers.
A world record.
A message of hope... as messages go, it does not get any better.
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STEP 2: BRING HOPE
At its most primal, we’ve retreated into our ‘caves’
with our loved ones.

51%
of Dutch people want to
spend more time with my
family after enduring 2020

40%
intend to spend more time
and money on making their
house a home
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And we've realized that the spaces we live in every
day contribute to our 'ambient wellbeing'.

This realization is an opportunity to flip the script,
and to reframe the crisis completely:
This isn’t just a period of anxiety. It’s a time of
incredible love and warmth.
So don’t be afraid to tug at the emotional strings in
your advertising. And make products that add a bit
of extra warmth.

Google searches for Philips hue are
up 80%, year on year.

The Signify Wiz
campaign has a strong
focus on cosiness and
creating the perfect
ambiance at home.

As our days become shorter, people look for ways to bring
light and warmth into their homes.
While lighting and Christmas trees are classic seasonal
purchase, the trend is picking up earlier and with greater
momentum this year.
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Kids everywhere have suffered a great deal through this pandemic – no birthday parties, no fun outings with
classmates. On children's day, Pico Adworks, Mexico teamed up with Kellogg's to remind children everywhere that
their imagination is the biggest gift to travel wherever they want to, while staying safe at home.
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STEP 2: BRING HOPE

Working from home is bringing with it a slew of
new needs. People are learning as they go - and for

33%
Of Dutch people are rethinking the way
they approach work

30%
Hope for a better work-life
balance
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many, working from home is turning into working
from wherever.
With the lines between work, play and live grow
blurrier then ever, there's an opportunity for
brands to celebrate people's grit and flexibility to
work from anywhere and everywhere.
How can the old work-life tradeoff turn into a new
way to drive wellbeing?

We've learned to normalize the trials and
tribulations of working from home.
Brands like Slack and Airbnb are taking the extra
step by celebrating the freedom of working from
wherever, by inspiring audiences with storytelling
content featuring platform users and their original
remote working realities.
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STEP 2: BRING HOPE

Reaching out to other people doesn’t just restore
hope in them, it restores hope and humanity in
those who take the time to reach out, too.

31%
Of Dutch people are feeling
lonelier before, up 7% from
summer

There's an opportunity to turn the products and
services you offer into conversation starters and
empathy drivers for those who need it the most.
Examples include offering creative walking
programs, partnering with charities and reminding
ourselves of the little sources of gratitude in our
day to day.
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Loneliness was on the rise before the pandemic and is now even
more outspoken. For the 'Week against Loneliness' Retailer Jumbo
introduced 'Talk Packages' to combat loneliness. The packages full of
Jumbo articles were an excuse to just go and talk to people. Cleverly,
the packages didn't have the word 'loneliness' in them, just a word
that means to 'talk' with fun in mind (klets).

D.E rapidly adjusted their communication strategy to the crisis. Two
weeks after the crisis situation started in The Netherlands, they
launched the brand new TV campaign #MetElkaar (#together). The
TV commercials consist of short video messages. Message of hope,
comfort and kindness in times were being #MetElkaar is more
important than ever.
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STEP 3 - SHOW PERSPECTIVE
The third and final step - the biggest step toward sales conversion - is to actively show what
your brand is doing in products and services to promote wellbeing.
In other words, it’s the step that shows tangible perspective.
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STEP 3: BRING PERSPECTIVE

Empathy is now a bigger priority than chasing

29%

aspirational lifestyles. Now is not the time to present the
unattainable.

Of Dutch people feel more
in tune with their feelings
and emotions
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Prioritize messages of empathy and emotional wellbeing
instead of encouraging people to find happiness
through mindless consumerism.

Yoga with Adriene became a lockdown sensation with her
accessible "Find what feels good" approach to Yoga tutorials.
With 4 million followers and hundreds of thousands tuning in
for free video content, Adriene has a sponsorship deal with
Adidas and gives her audiences access to extra content for
$9.99 a month.
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Clear, the anti-dandruff shampoo, helped
people stay mentally fit during the
pandemic with its 14-Day Resilience
Programme to help people cope with
a n x i e t y : # Co m e B a c k S t r o n g e r. T h e y
garnered the support of celebrities to lend
their voice and reach to the issue.
The campaign was live in 12 countries,
hitting more than 370.5m impressions, with
over 7.5m engagements and 36.6m views
across all campaign videos.
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STEP 3: BRING PERSPECTIVE

46%
Of Dutch people are more
focused on their own health

36%
are taking time for

and environmental levels.
Show people the good in the world. On all three
levels.

themselves

Develop messaging that truly makes them dream –

53%

advertising.

Of Dutch people want to
take more time now to
better understand what is
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People experience wellbeing on personal, social

really important in their life

and channel visions of 'what's possible' in your

Gap's end of year campaign, 'Dream The Future', is a reflection of hope to move forward together and to overcome the social and racial divides
that still exist among us.
"We must continue to look forward and promise to create a better future together." - Mary Aldrete, global head of Gap marketing
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NGO Justdiggit and Havas Lemz teamed up with the aspiration to contribute to planting a trillion trees to combat climate
change. This kind of lifesaving work – under the banner of cooling down the planet - goes far beyond your usual
advertising... it's the new wave of effective, do-good marketing that brings results: they've already succeeded in planting
millions of trees, getting tons of new donators and have even reached the United Nations with their campaign.
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STEP 3: BRING PERSPECTIVE

29%

As our outside worlds disappear, we turn inward –

are gaming more, up 12%

to nurture our curiosity.

from this summer

27%
are rediscovering crafts,
artistry and craftsmanship

21 - 33%
are cooking/baking more
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exploring our skills, interests and finding other ways

There's an opportunity to help people find the
creative center within themselves, and to start
creating by themselves or with their loved ones.
With gaming on the rise, in-game advertising and
merchandising are also great opportunities to drive
lifestyle associations with your brand.

Havas introduced ‘Bison Kids’, a complete interactive video platform for crafts with kids. It
was a massive success, bringing in both kids and adults to the brand, driving sales,
creating future customers... and for having a lot of fun with the kids and their crafts!
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Louis Vuitton: sponsor of the e-sport League of Legends cup
and in-game apparel.
The reach? 200 million viewers tuned in for weeks while the
finals were live.
And the rest of the year, tens of millions of players are in
contact with Louis Vutton apparel.
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STEP 3: BRING PERSPECTIVE

The world is warming up to plant based alternative
foods, not just because of planet concerns, but
Interest in vegan and plant-based

because of health reasons too.

alternatives
In fact, the pandemic has shown this trend going

50%+
Interest in vegan and plantbased alternatives over the
past 5 years

through the roof.
There is a whole new line of revenue to be found in
anything that brings an alternative to damaging
consumerism. Not just in food.
Create a new line for your brand. Your margins will
thank you.
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In sheer numbers both relative and absolute,
the trend towards vegetarian, vegan and plantbased alternatives was already arguably the
biggest consumer trend of the past few years.
Sparked by the pandemic (caused by meateating) this trend completely exploded in 2020.
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In their introduction to plant-based alternatives, KFC
showed courage with their campaign to tell 'haters'
of plant based foods to #relax.
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STEP 3: BRING PERSPECTIVE

53%
of Dutch people are more
eager to keep up with the
news compared to when
they were experiencing the
first lockdown

34%
want to feel more
connected through social
media, compared to the first
lockdown
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The news and media fatigue people experienced in
the first lockdown has given way to an eagerness
to be more involved and connected across media
channels.
People want to be informed and feel connected –
more than before.
There has never been a better time to connect with
target audiences – whether through traditional out
of home advertising with an original twist, or
through futuristic tech touchpoints.

Instead of scrapping their launch entirely, HUN Wine
opted for a tongue-in-cheek out of home campaign
laying bare their decision to launch a brand designed for
social gatherings during a time when everyone is stuck
at home. The campaign went on to generate enough
brand awareness on social media to set HUN up for
success for the summer.
Underwear brand KNIX swapped the traditional billboard
format for a dumpster truck. Not only did they smoothly
integrate the medium into the message - they also
brought to life their message about feminine hygiene
waste.
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"People are in isolation and can't go everywhere, let's give them a chance to
be in fashion, but contactless and cyber, and to make them understand its
main values: no waste, no shipping, no gender and size restrictions, and
available in the virtual space only." - The Founders of Tribute Brand for Paper
Magazine
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THE ROAD TO WELL BEING
Emotions are the biggest driver of sales. Especially now. Therefore we recommend brands
to act in the now and first help restore an emotional sense of control with optimism and –
if you can – a good sense of humor.
This feeling of control opens the door back to the emotion hope. And hope brings
perspective: a feeling we can handle the future and buy the products and services that
will sustain us in that future.
Ultimately having your brand contribute to our overall well-being.
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A World of Wellbeing – From a Havas perspective

In its core, the meaning of the creative world is to tell stories.
Stories are meant as ‘equipment for living’, to quote Kenneth
Burke. Through story we teach each other how to overcome
obstacles.
As a Vivendi company, we tell stories through film, music,
branded content, advertising, art, festivals, television shows,
radio, documentaries, podcasts, influencers, storefronts,
fashion, games, design…
This is our role, our purpose: to use storytelling that adds
meaning to a world of wellbeing.
Stay strong. And reach out to us. We want to hear from you.

Havas Amsterdam
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OUR AGENCY IN NUMBERS
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1987
FOUNDED

€55M+
BILLINGS

70+
EMPLOYEES

VILLAGE
MODEL

21
INDUSTRY LEADING
AWARD AND
NOMINATIONS 5 YRS

3x
NOMINATED CROSS
MEDIA AGENCY OF THE
YEAR

10+
STRONG DATA
SCIENCE AND
ECONOMETRIC TEAM

20+
PEFORMANCE MARKE
TING SPECIALISTS

Judith Dudok - Head of Research
Rogier van Kralingen – Communications Chief
Elias Reinheimer - CCO
Giulia Gasperi - Strategy Director
Thijs Muller - CEO
www.meaningfulmedia.nl
For questions, please contact:
judith.dudok@havasmedia.com
Havas Media Nederland
Stadhouderskade 1
Amsterdam, 1054 ES

+31 (0) 20 5450500
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